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While the mortgage industry has long relied on augmented operations to help reduce costs, Emapta also allowed MQMR to increase 
efficiency and maintain an extremely high level of customer satisfaction. 

 “The biggest benefit we see in working with Emapta is the efficiency. The Emapta staff that work with MQMR are extremely dedicated and
 knowledgeable about the U.S. mortgage industry,” Steer added. “We’re able to rely on them to gather information, prepare our subject 
matter experts and support our team throughout our audits, resulting in a higher customer satisfaction evidenced by our 1Q 2021 survey 
results of a 91 Net Promoter Score.”

FFor MQMR, the benefits from Emapta are more than just numbers. “Through augmenting our operations with Emapta, we’ve driven dow
 audit times by an average of 3-5 business days and increased our capacity in certain areas up to 150%,”  Steer notes. “Thanks to my 
administrative help from Emapta, I personally save 10 hours a week and my executive team has experienced similar results.

““Our Emapta staff have provided freedom for our domestic team to achieve a better load balance and reduce stress,” Steer added. “In 
short, Emapta gives us options. We don't have to outsource our entire company overseas, and we're able to have positions there that we 
normally wouldn't have. Our domestic staff also has more time to speak with our clients because our Philippine teammates have taken a 
lot of the workload off their shoulders.”

“Working with Emapta was the best decision that we made in 2020,” Steer continued. “It's something I wish I would've done sooner.”

ABOUT EMAPTA LEARN MORE
If you would like to hear more 
about our client partners’ offshore 
journeys and/or speak to our 
Outsourcing Specialists about 
building Your Team, get in touch 
with us today.

Emapta is an award winning Australian-owned and operated offshore staffing company 
that can help you build ‘Your Team, Your Way’ in the most flexible, simple, and 
cost-effective way possible. We partner with over 350 clients to build a high-performing 
team of premium English-speaking professionals that act as a seamless extension of their 
operations to be more competitive, increase productivity, and save on labour costs. 
 
WWe have a network of 14 strategically located offices in highly accessible central business 
districts across the entire Philippines. Each is equipped with the best-in-class technology 
and facilities, underpinned with enterprise-grade data security infrastructure, 24/7 
network and data security control, along with multiple redundant high speed internet 
connections and premium recreational amenities.

THE OFFSHORE BENEFITS

▌  With a Philippine team, MQMR reduced its operating costs while adding resources to more effectively manage its growth.

▌  Emapta hired staff for MQMR who are extremely dedicated and knowledge about the U.S. Mortgage Industry, resulting in better
  efficiency, comprehensive audits, and higher customer satisfaction of a 91 Net Promoter Score.

▌  MQMR’s compliance experts onshore are freed from the administrative aspects of the audit, so they can devote more time to
  the actual audit function, customize solutions, and deliver best practice recommendations for its clients’ varied audit needs.

▌▌  MQMR’s improved efficiency and work product have allowed the firm to pass the savings on to its clients. MQMR has not raised
  its prices, nor has it decreased its domestically-located staff by adding augmented operations staff from Emapta.
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